TESTIMONIAL

Cosgriff Whitehouse Electrical Ltd

HEINRICH GEORG UK

“Massive thanks to the engineers who completed the
installation at Euroclad, Cardiff. They did a brilliant
job very neat and tidy and really put in the hours to
get the job done in such a small space of time.”
Anthony Mason, Heinrich Georg UK

Unit 8 Dunstall Hill Estate, Gorsebrook Road,
Wolverhampton, WV6 0PJ

Heinrich Georg are a company that specialise in and
have developed from a traditional background of
steel and aluminium process equipment into its
current position as an all-round service and special
machine supplier to many areas of the industry.
CWE assist Heinrich Georg on the electrical
installation of their machinery for their clients.
Working around the country and to strict deadlines
to ensure that Heinrich Georg’s clients are left happy
and satisfied with their new machinery and
therefore Heinrich Georg are happy with CWE.

ARCELORMITTAL HALESOWEN
Upgrade to Slitting Mill
Again as part of a strict one-week deadline CWE
carried out an upgrade to the sites control panels to
allow for an upgraded Slitting line.

EUROCLAD CARDIFF
Disconnect control panel and mark cables for
reconnection
As part of a strict one-week deadline CWE carried
out the disconnection of an old control panel and
the connection of new.
Works included - Disconnect existing control panels
- Mark cables for reconnection to new panel
- Carryout connections to new items on plant
- Produce electrical test certificates

Works included –
-

Removal of control panels on slitter line
Disconnection of existing control panel
wiring
Installation of new control panels
Reconnection of control panel wiring into
the new control panel
Installation and mounting of a remote I/O
controller
Replacement of 3x SWA cables
Connection and wiring of solenoid valves
and proxy sensors (all plug and play into the
remote I/O controller)

